Abstract. This paper detects the ionospheric irregularities with rate of total electron content (TEC) change index, ROTI from GPS observation at Taoyuan 
Introduction
The ionospheric irregularities are spatially irregular variation of electron density or fluctuation of total electron content (TEC) with scale lengths from a few meters to several tens of 20 kilometers. When radiowaves propagate through the irregularities, variations in signal strength happen due to refractive effect. This phenomenon is referred to as ionospheric scintillation, which Ann. Geophys. Discuss., https://doi.org/10.5194/angeo-2019-64 Manuscript under review for journal Ann. Geophys. orientation. The coverage of these traces is mainly within 20-29°N in latitude and 116-126°E in longitude. Due to the arrangement of the satellites and their periodic orbits, the coverage of the IPP traces is almost the same every day.
ROTI calculation
Under the irregularity -frozen-in‖ assumption, the characteristics of the ionospheric 90 irregularities do not change within a short time when the ray path from a GPS satellite to a receiver traverses them. The TEC along the ray path would vary correspondingly due to the TEC fluctuation. By taking the difference between the slant TECs at two successive times, a rate of change of the TEC was defined as , where  is the mean operator. With 30-s time series of GPS data, ROTI is generally calculated on a 5-min time window (Pi et al., 1997) .
Detection of irregularity traverse event 100
The ionospheric irregularity is surveyed by a criterion as follows. The GPS observation with satellite elevation larger than 30 degrees is used in order to mitigate the effect of the multipath.
ROTI is calculated on a 5-min time window with 11 successive data. An irregularity encounter is happened if ROTI is larger than a threshold. The threshold for the irregularity is the sum of the medium and 10 times of root mean square (rms) of all ROTIs between daytime 6:00 LT -18:00 105
LT. If more than 20 consecutive ROTIs are larger than the threshold, the IPP is reckoned to Ann. Geophys. Discuss., https://doi.org/10.5194/angeo-2019-64 Manuscript under review for journal Ann. Geophys. traverse the ionospheric irregularities, and an irregularity traverse event is identified. Another irregularity traverse event will be counted if it is encountered more than 1 h later than the first or preceding event. Although the threshold can be a little different day by day, it is in the range of 0.11-0.20 TECU/min for all the irregularity events in this study. 110
Occurrence rates definitions
Two kinds of occurrence rates are defined and studied. Monthly occurrence rate (MOR) is defined by the ratio of days with irregularity traverse observed to the days the observation is made.
Higher monthly occurrence rate implies the irregularity happens frequently in daily scale. Local occurrence rate (LOR) is defined by the ratio of numbers of the irregularity encounters of all 115 irregularity traverses to the numbers of all ROTI calculated between 17:00-7:00 LT. To compare with monthly occurrence rate, the local occurrence rate is counted based on one month. Higher local occurrence rate means the irregularity tends to exist with larger spatial and temporal scales.
Results and discussion

Start time of irregularity traverse 120
For the three years studied, 306 irregularity traverse events were identified. The distribution of the start time observed for the irregularity traverse is shown in Fig. 2 . It is noteworthy that since the traces of the IPP can be any direction except westward orientation, the first time an irregularity encounter observed is not necessarily the onset time of the irregularity. Moreover, the irregularities observed in the same traverse event are not necessarily from the same source. From Fig. 2 , most of 125 the irregularity traverses are first observed after sunset and before midnight. Figure 3 shows the monthly occurrence rates (higher row) and the local occurrence rates 135 is one month later than autumn equinox. Though the LORs tend to be larger in higher solar activity year, the differences of maximum LORs are small for different solar activity years. This suggests whether the irregularity at Taoyuan area happens frequently or not, their spatial and temporal scales are rather independent of solar activity. Similar to MOR's latitude dependence, the LOR also decreases with latitude, except in May to August. The LOR is the largest in May to July 160 for latitude belt 26-29°N .
Variation of Occurrence rates
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Variation of ROTI Maximum
ROTI generally starts from a low value, increases and reaches to a maximum, and then deceases with the evolution of irregularities. ROTI maximum for an irregularity traverse event can be an indicator of irregularity strength. latitude belt 23-26°N in September. ROTI maximum increases with latitude in June and the peak value of 2.28 TECU/min for latitude belt 26-29°N is comparatively large. The ROTI maximum for latitude belt 20-23°N has a moderate peak of 4.55 TECU/min in November. There are also peaks in September, although the values of ROTI maximum are around 3.84 TECU/min, which is smaller than that in May. ROTI maximum in 26-29°N latitude belt is generally smaller than those 180 in other latitude belts for the whole year except in June. Overall, the seasonal variation of ROTI maximum conforms to that of the LOR. ROTI maximum tends to be larger for higher solar activity.
ROTI maximum with solar activity
A scatter plot was attempted to examine in detail the relation of ROTI maximums for 185 irregularity traverses with solar activity, as shown in maximum has a tendency to be related with a large F10.7, but the reverse is not always true.
Discussions
Low latitude irregularities are generally thought to be related with plasma bubbles generated 200 at the magnetic equator. The occurrence of plasma bubble in Asian region is known to be maximum in equinoxes when sunsets in the conjugate E-regions are simultaneous (Tsunoda, 1985) . The largest LOR is always in 26-29°N latitude belt for this period. 255
The physics behind the two occurrence rates behaviors can be explained with a schematic diagram of the earth's magnetic field lines at the meridian plane in Taoyuan as shown in Fig. 6 .
The intersections of the two solid bold magnetic field lines with the ionosphere at 400 km corresponds to latitudes of 20°N and 29°N, respectively. If the plasma bubble reaches specific latitude, the irregularity occurrence rate should be the same from the latitude to the magnetic 260 equator. Due to the day to day variability, the plasma bubble occurrence rate should decrease with latitude. For both monthly and local occurrence rates decreasing with latitude, it implies that the irregularities are related with magnetic equator originated plasma bubbles. This can apply to most of the irregularities observed in equinoxes (Feb/Mar and Sep/Oct) and winter solstices months for all the three different solar activity years. However, the latitudinal variation of MOR in May to 265
August cannot be attributed to plasma bubble. Since the MOR increase with latitude, it can be that the irregularities originated from nonequatorial process, for example, TID coming from mid latitude, as shown in Fig. 6 . On the other hand, the latitudinal variation of LOR in May to August is not quite the same as that of MOR. LOR in the lowest latitude belt 20-23°N is not always the smallest. LOR in latitude belt 26-29°N is always the largest in May to July. It can be concluded 270 that there can be overlaps of irregularities originated from both plasma bubble and nonequatorial processes. The nonequatorial processes are more frequently happened but weaker in spatiotemporal scale than plasma bubbles in May to August. The irregularities in 26-29°N in May to July are mainly from nonequatorial processes.
Nonequatorial processes were also suggested for equatorial and low latitude irregularities 275 with a meridional chain of ionosondes and GPS receivers in 2015, which showed that the postmidnight spread F during summer was weaker in strength and shorter in duration than Ann. Geophys. Discuss., https://doi.org/10.5194/angeo-2019-64 Manuscript under review for journal Ann. Geophys. equatorial spread F mostly occurred in equinoxes and winter. Further the postmidnight spread F during summer is found to be stronger and earlier at low latitudes followed by their occurrence at the equator (Sripathi et al., 2018) . 280 Figure 4 shows the variation of the irregularity's strength generally complies with its LOR in Taoyuan, although a one-to-one correspondence does not exist coming to those of latitude belt. In 2008, the ROTI maximum peaks and deceases with latitude in February. It is generally weak for the whole year, implying the contribution from plasma bubble is less than that from nonequatorial processes. In solar medium and maximum the irregularity associated with plasma bubble can be 285 very strong not only in March, but also in Feb and April. The ROTI maximum in May to August in 2003 is the smallest in latitude belt 26-29°N, implying that the irregularity originated in nonequatorial processes is much weaker than plasma bubble. In 2014, more contribution from nonequatorial processes can be only seen in June. So, the nonequatorial origin irregularities are weaker (stronger) in strength than those related with plasma bubbles in solar medium and 290 maximum (minimum) years. It is known that Perkins instability is responsible for the mid latitude irregularities (Perkins, 1973; Yokoyama et al., 2009) . Otsuka et al. (2006) observed that the frequent occurrence of the irregularity in mid latitude in the summer night was usually accompanied by medium-scale traveling ionospheric disturbances (MSTID). Meridional observations from mid latitude to magnetic equator are needed to confirm and clarify the 295 nonequatorial origin of the irregularities observed near equatorial anomaly crest.
The scatter plot of ROTI maximum versus F10.7 is rather dispersed, as shown in Fig. 5 .
However, confined in a funnel, a large ROTI maximum has a tendency to be related with a large F10.7, but the reverse is not always true. Higher solar activity is a necessary condition for the production of stronger plasma bubble related irregularities. 300
Conclusion
Making use of continuous GPS observations at Taoyuan frequently happened but weaker than plasma bubble in both spatial and temporal scales. The 320 seasonal variation of ROTI maximum conforms to that of the LOR. ROTI maximum tends to be larger for higher solar activity. Nonequatorial origin irregularities are weaker (stronger) in strength than those related with plasma bubbles in solar medium and maximum (minimum) years. Higher solar activity is a necessary condition for the production of stronger plasma bubble related irregularities. 325 
